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A good, mainstream photograph 
(1820s-1920s) 

 
“Pictorialism” 









Since the 1920s, a good, mainstream 
photograph 

 
“Modernism” 









Modernist photos typically have 

single subject 

no “extraneous” or “distracting” details 

balance of the subject with its negative space 

use of leading lines, depth of field, rule of thirds 
etc. to draw the viewer’s eye to the main subject 

 

After 100 years this approach is still popular and 
commercially viable e.g. recent SMH “Photos of 

the Week” 









Non-modernist approaches 
 



Surrealism: Don’t copy reality – make a new reality 



Minimalism: Don’t copy reality – simplify the design 



Maximalism v. Modernism 
 

reality is complex 
reality is not a single subject 

the multiple elements of the world are 
linked together by relationships 

 
Two leading exponents are Alex Webb (member, Magnum Photos) and Stephen Shore.  

 
 



Alex Webb 

… visual complexity, with multiple 
layers, paradoxical juxtapositions, and 

frames within frames. 
(https://invisiblephotographer.asia/2012/02/18/interview-

alexrebeccawebb/) 

https://invisiblephotographer.asia/2012/02/18/interview-alexrebeccawebb/
https://invisiblephotographer.asia/2012/02/18/interview-alexrebeccawebb/
https://invisiblephotographer.asia/2012/02/18/interview-alexrebeccawebb/
















Alex Webb’s Maximalism 
visual complexity 

multiple layers 
paradoxical juxtapositions 

frames within frames 
relationships between elements within the 

photograph 
vivid and clashing colours. 



Stephen Shore 

“What I’m doing is creating a small 
world for a viewer to explore.” 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T029CTSO0IE) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T029CTSO0IE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T029CTSO0IE












Other examples of Maximalism 
 

For inspiration 



Baroque: Rich colours, asymmetry, dramatic subjects  



Dutch Golden Age: Multiple elements, vivid colours, 
asymmetrical arrangements, fill the frame 



Contemporary House Design: Excess, repetition, 
eccentric colours, organised chaos 



Maximalist photos typically have 

multiple layers 
visual complexity 

frames within frames 
paradoxical juxtapositions 

relationships between elements within the 
photograph (repetition, oppositional) 

vivid and clashing colours 
organised chaos 

asymmetry 
excess. 

They create a small world for a viewer to explore. 



Ways to take Maximalist photos 

• Put something in every quarter of your frame 
(use the “Live Preview” setting) 

• Photograph relationships between shapes, not a 
subject 

• Layer your photos with incongruous elements in 
foreground, mid-ground and background 

• Fill your frame with clashing, vibrant colours  
• Create pictures that ask questions – not give the 

answer. 
 

NOTE: Maximalism is not clutter. 
Compose all the elements within the image so your eyes travel 

from one element to another around the photograph. 



Credits / More information 
 
p. 1,21  Alex Webb, Cover page of “The Suffering of the Light”  
 
Pictorialism 
p. 4 Photographer:  The Terminal, 1893, Alfred Stiglitz  
p. 5 Photographer: Julia Jackson, 1867 and May Day, 1866 by Margaret Cameron 
p. 6 Ruins of the Gallego Flour Mills, Richmond, Va., photograph by Mathew B. Brady, 1865; in the Museum of Modern Art, New York City.  
(Source: https://www.britannica.com/technology/photography/Early-attempts-at-colour)  
 
Modernism 
p. 8 Ansel Adams, The Tetons and the Snake River (1942)[ (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ansel_Adams) 
p. 9 Photographer:  Wall Street, 1915 by Paul Strand 
p. 10 Nautilus (1927) by Edward Weston (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Weston) and Water Towers by Bernd and Hilla Becher 
(Source: https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/water-towers)  
pp. 12 – 14 SMH Photos of the week (Source: https://www.smh.com.au/national/photos-of-the-week-20160105-glzxr7.html)  
 
Surrealism and Minimalism 
p. 16  Photographer: Laci Slezak (Source: https://expertphotography.com/surreal-photography-12-examples/)  
p. 17 Wanaka Lake Tree, Study 1, Otago, New Zealand. 2013 Photo: Michael Kenna 
 
Maximalism 
pp. 20 – 26 Alex Webb photos from his book “Suffering of the Light” (Source: https://www.magnumphotos.com/arts-culture/alex-webb-the-
suffering-of-light/)   
pp 29 – 33 Stephen Shore, various works (Source: 
https://www.google.com/search?q=stephen+shore&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwie3tXvr6vkAhXBIbcAHShAC_kQ_AUIESgB&
biw=1707&bih=803#imgdii=rhsIozu70S1NLM:&imgrc=-J8atdpV3y7mUM:)  
p. 35 Baroque ceiling (Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baroque)  
p. 36 Still Life, “Table” by Jan Davidsz de Heem  and “Flowers in a glass vase”  by Rachel Ruysch (Source: 
https://artsandculture.google.com/theme/dgISuPe2Fz5CIw)  

p. 37 Martina Mondadori Sartogo (Source: https://thespaces.com/new-maximalists-meet-five-designers-think-more-is-more/) 
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